FEATURES YOU CAN SELL

Backflow valves are critical to your success in managing water flow. You depend on a company that has products which pass the most rigorous test standards while adhering to stringent building codes. Our products are tested accordingly and designed with safety in mind. For example, recent discoveries reported to the ASSE have revealed a design flaw in valves to be installed in a vertical position. That is why BEECO relief valves are positioned at the bottom of the relief valve chamber when installed in the vertical position, which ensures that our products, unlike many others, will not be delisted by the ASSE. Backflow valves are designed to remove dangerous, contaminated water. Don’t be kept awake at night wondering if your backflow valve supplier will do the job.

MODULAR DESIGN

The last thing you need is a delay on the job. Our simplified product codes enable you to properly order products right the first time because our modular body enables us to instantly convert our product from a Double Check to a Reduced Pressure Zone Valve. Maintenance is easy because you need only four different relief valves cover for all twelve BEECO Backflow products lines from the ½" to the 10". Modular design means we get products to you fast and maintenance is easy and profitable for you.

PRODUCTS DESIGNED FOR THE CONTRACTOR

BEECO is the old company with new ideas for you. Our experienced team of designers works closely with contractors just like you to discover ways to reduce your labor costs while helping you to make a profit on long-term maintenance contracts. We know that you need to invest your time in profitable activities like making your clients happy. Our product design reduces the number or parts to a 5-Page catalog that simplifies maintenance in order to make the job easy for you!

ORDERING MADE EASY

Our Friendly Valve series makes ordering easy for you by providing two products that cover a full assortment of sizes. The FDC (Friendly Double Check Valve) and the FRP (Friendly Reduced Pressure Zone Valve) are available from ½" to 10" and easy to order by simply choosing the product code followed by the size. For example, the FDC2.50 is a 2½" Double Check Valve and the FRP6.00 is a 6" Reduce Pressure Zone valve. The product is so order “Friendly” that you can do it from memory. It can’t get any easier than that!
EASY VALVE ACCESS

Your annual maintenance contracts should be profitable to you. That is why our covers for both the ductile iron and bronze products are easily accessible. A single bolt enables you to remove the bronze cover thus preserving your knuckles while removing the cover with a single turn of the wrench. On our large ductile iron products, we have eliminated the numerous bolts with which you are familiar and replaced them with a simple pipe coupling that is not under pressure. The result is that you can expose the valve within minutes and save yourself valuable time over the course of a year. At $1 per minute not only are we making it easy, we’re making you money.

CHECK OUT OUR CHECKS

Once you have accessed the valve with our easily removable covers, BEECO provides a simple solution to an old problem with easily replaceable checks. You will experience no more frustration of checks being broken while prying them out for repair. A simple pair of pliers enables you to grab a well designed metal nipple and snap the part out with ease. At $15 per part, add up the number of checks your repairman broke last year and you will quickly realize the profits that our innovative design provides you.

MAINTENANCE FOR PROFIT

Backflow valves require annual maintenance. For some contractors this becomes a hassle due to the massive inventory of parts and difficulty in accessing valves. At BEECO, our goal is to help you strengthen relationships with clients by making it easy for you to maintain the backflow equipment you install. Time is money and we know that you must be able to get in and out of the service call in a hurry. For each maintenance trip, you will save precious minutes that add up to hours and days over the course of a year. This produces real profit to your bottom line.

AT BEECO THE BOTTOM LINE FOR US IS TO MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU.